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FIM & SX Global Unveils Plans for FIM Supercross World Championship
Global Series Promises to Elevate the Sport & Expand Global Fanbase, Offering Unprecedented Financial Support for
Teams & Riders, Along with the Sport’s Richest Prize Purses.
SX Global, the Australian company that recently earned the exclusive rights to manage and promote the FIM
Supercross World Championship, today unveiled plans for the comprehensive global championship series. Featuring
an independent team ownership model, unprecedented financial support for teams and riders, expanded
opportunities for global and local sponsors and innovations to elevate the broadcast and in-stadium experience; the
FIM Supercross World Championship represents the most progressive and ambitious platform to elevate the sport
and expand its appeal across the world.
The series will feature a highly exclusive structure, with only 10 team licenses available to independent owners, and
an unparalleled level of financial support for teams, including seed funding for every team entering the series,
appearance fees at every event, and logistics and freight support throughout the series. In total, more than $50
million has been designated specifically for team and rider support over five years. In addition, the independent
ownership model opens the door for significant sponsorship opportunities on global and local event levels.
The global series will feature the richest prize purses in the sport’s history, with a total of $250,000 up for grabs at
each event. The FIM Supercross World Championship will follow the established two-class format, with each team
fielding four riders – two in the WSX (450cc) class, and two in the SX2 (250cc) class. Furthermore, every event will
allow for two wildcard entries in each class, providing opportunities for local riders and sponsor-driven exemptions
to round out the 22-rider field. SX Global also plans to deliver an elevated experience for fans, through unique race
formats, broadcast innovations, and in-stadium attractions that elevate the overall entertainment experience.
Plans for the global championship series were underscored today by the news of Mubadala Capital’s investment in
SX Global, bringing an unprecedented level of financial support and development resources on behalf of the FIM
Supercross World Championship. Mubadala Capital, the asset management arm of Mubadala Investment Company,
a sovereign investor with $243 billion in assets under management, brings a wealth of experience in funding the
development of global business and sports ventures.
“There is a massive fanbase and untapped demand for supercross outside the United States and backed by the
financial support and significant resource of Mubadala Capital, we intend to feed that, bringing the sport to new
regions through the most exciting and lucrative world championship series in the history of the sport,” said Tony
Cochrane, President of SX Global. “We have created an entirely new model for supercross: one that emphasises
expanded financial support and opportunities for riders and teams, expanded opportunities for sponsorship and an
elevated experience for fans.”
The FIM Supercross World Championship will take place annually, in the second half of the year. With plans for five
events from September through November, 2022 will serve as a 'pilot' season, allowing the series to establish itself
and build momentum. 2023, and subsequent years, will see the series expand annually between June and November.
Highly-successful events are held throughout Europe and Australia every year, normally around SeptemberDecember. However, these events are not currently linked by any official FIM ‘championship’ status, and this
remains a significant untapped opportunity for the sport’s ongoing credibility and evolution, as well as a significant
opportunity for riders and teams to expand their influence and financial prospects.
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“We have now the opportunity to build a global FIM World Championship series for Supercross,” said Adam Bailey,
Managing Director, Motorsport, for SX Global. “Our team possess the necessary supercross and international event
background, relationships and expertise, and the funding to make this world championship a reality.”
SX Global brings a team of highly qualified motorsports and entertainment executives, armed with the experience
to successfully deliver a series of this magnitude. SX Global President, Tony Cochrane, spearheaded the development
and success of V8 Supercars, an Australian-based auto racing series that became one of Australia’s most successful
motorsports, eventually expanding with events in Shanghai, the United States, Bahrain, Abu Dhabi and New Zealand.
In addition, proven supercross event veterans Adam Bailey and Ryan Sanderson have been the driving force behind
Australia’s highest-profile supercross offering, the AUS-X open. The duo has promoted five years of consecutive sold
out AUS-X Open events in Sydney (2015-2018) and Melbourne (2019), along with successful events in Auckland, New
Zealand in 2018 and 2019.
“Our entire careers have been driven by a passion for motorsport and entertainment, and our motivations are as
pure as they come: to continue to evolve and elevate our sport and its incredible athletes to new levels of global
relevance and success,” said Ryan Sanderson, managing director, Commercial, for SX Global. “Our aim is to take the
amazing sport of supercross global and reveal its greatness to millions of new fans all over the world.”
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------About SX Global: Based in Queensland, Australia, SX Global is a collective of world class sports marketing and
entertainment experts who operate globally within the motorsports and entertainment industries. Considered the
“founding father” of the modern era of Australian motor racing, Tony Cochrane leads the SX Global team as
president, bringing more than 45 years of experience in developing and managing successful motorsports series and
events. Managing Directors, Adam Bailey, a former competitive rider, and Ryan Sanderson, bring extensive proven
experience in supercross event development, management, and promotion after five years of successfully delivering
the largest action sports and supercross event in the southern hemisphere, the AUS-X Open.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------About the FIM (www.fim-moto.com)
The FIM (Fédération Internationale de Motocyclisme) founded in 1904, is the governing body for motorcycle sport and
the global advocate for motorcycling. The FIM is an independent association formed by 116 National Federations
throughout the world. It is recognised as the sole competent authority in motorcycle sport by the International Olympic
Committee (IOC). Among its 50 FIM World Championships the main events are MotoGP, Superbike, Endurance,
Motocross, Supercross, Trial, Enduro, Cross-Country Rallies and Speedway. Furthermore, the FIM is also active and
involved in the following areas: public affairs, road safety, touring and protection of the environment. The FIM was the
first international sports federation to impose an Environmental Code in 1994.
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